ERSC – Basic Shooter Checklist:

ITEM
DOCUMENTATION
Indemnity Form

ON YOUR PERSON
Belt
Holster
Mag Pouch
Firearm
Shooting Glasses
Hearing Protection
Cap / Hat

RANGE BAG
Ammo
Doppie Bag
Spare Magazines
Money
Gun License
Notebook / Pens
Hand Towel
Gun Tool & Cleaning Kit
Light Medical Kit
Sun block

RANGE EQUIPMENT
Chair
Water / Coffee
Food / Snacks / Sweets

KEEP IN CAR
Spare AMMO
Warm Jackets / Rain Coat
Umbrella

Comment
Required BEFORE any shooting takes place.
Must be filled out and signed PRIOR to shooting, regrettably, no form, no shoot. (Available
for download off our site or on the range on the day.) Not required if filled out previously.

Items that you generally carry on your person.
As wide and as thick as possible.
Preferably hard or semi hard. IWB or OWB.
Single or Double Mag pouch (if available)
You would be amazed, sometimes this does get forgotten…
Any safety type glasses.
Foam earplugs or shooting muffs.

Items that you generally carry in your shooting bag.
Ensure you have the required COF amount + extra, just in case.
To hold your empty cases should you require them for reloading.
Alternatively, the ERSC will be more than happy to collect them.
For the firearm you will be shooting
for Range Fees / Food & Drinks
Legal
Remind yourself of lessons / checks / ideas / tips
Sweat / clean hands
Basic kit, should you need to clear a malfunction etc. (screw driver, punches if required etc.)
Your personal booboo kit. The ERSC have a trauma kit at the range always.
Generally advised.

Items that you generally carry with you.
Not essential, but makes it more comfortable if you are waiting for other shooters.
Dehydration risks
Energy

Items that you generally kept in car till required.
Just in case.
Not essential.

CHECKLIST

